We work for Bristol and the surrounding area to be:
• alive with people on bicycles
• where cycling is so easy everyone does it
• happier, healthier, greener and more civilised
Our mission is to create a vibrant and inclusive cycling culture
by challenging and transforming the status quo.
We will inspire and empower people, will press for enhance investment
on cycling and be a strong voice for everyone who wants to cycle.
So what do you think of our new working statement? In order to become more focussed on our priorities we felt we needed to be
guided by
a clearer idea of what we want Bristol to be like
in the future. We hope you share this vision and
it helps you to spread the word as you pedal around the area.
Apologies for the delay with your magazine. This has been caused by the loss of our editor due to overwhelming commitments.
However we plan to spend the money saved on the ‘missing’ edition on upgrading the website. As ever, your help with the magazine
and website would be appreciated.

So how do you answer to an elderly lady who, whilst stepping out of her front gate was side-swiped by a speeding cyclist on the
footway and ended up with a broken arm? (Note to self: old people break easily). Suddenly I'm embarrassed to call myself a cyclist
or cycle campaigner. If that's what ‘more people cycling more often’ means, then count me out. Then it quickly dawned on me. This
isn't a problem about cycling or cyclists (whatever it is we mean by the term cyclist) it's a problem about people. And the problem
isn't about taxi drivers, bus drivers, car drivers, cyclists and pedestrians, it's a problem about antisocial behaviour.
And I'm not talking about teenage hoodies on BMXs terrorising old ladies in deserted 1960's shopping precincts here. I'm talking
more about the low-level, unreported behaviour that goes on in our streets, day in day out, consciously or unconsciously that puts
people's lives and limbs at peril and generally wears us all down. So I had myself an answer: ‘It's not a problem about cycling
madam, it's a problem of antisocial behaviour. That's not something the Cycle Campaign can solve on its own, but is a problem for
society’.
I was quite pleased with that at the time, but looking back I realise I was just shifting the blame somewhere else and accepting the
futility of it all. So, there’s a challenge. Being part of that society with a problem I am going to slow down a little, give people a bit
more space and give a smile, wave or a tinkle on my bell as I pass them. But most of all I’m going to remember to enjoy the
precious time I spend on my bike.n
Cycling City - Good, Bad, or Indifferent ? Does it depend on where you go? Or whether you’re a ‘glass half full’ or a ‘glass half empty’
person?

We are very pleased to welcome Stephen Williams MP, Charlotte Leslie MP, Kerry McCarthy MP and Dawn Primarolo MP in addition to
Dave Sproxton (Aardman Animations) and George Ferguson (sustainable architect) as new members of the Bristol Cycling
Campaign. We hope you will all enjoy being members and help make Greater Bristol a better place to live, work and cycle!
New member: Stephen Williams MP

In our emailed newsletter we asked members for their views on the outcome of Cycling City. There was agreement on one thing –
cycle parking has got better.
Two routes stood out, one for being good, one for being bad. The new festival way link to Ashton Court is liked - this was a Sustrans
Connect 2 scheme that would have happened without Cycling City. Work on the A38 and elsewhere in South Gloucestershire was
roundly condemned.

We look forward to seeing all our new members on our regular rides and at the meetings and events we organise. If you have any
time and skills to offer to further the work and ambitions of the Campaign, please do be in touch.

Bear in mind that the councils had to match the government grant, so theoretically half of the work could have been done without
Cycling City funding (which doesn’t mean that it would have been…)

Growing the membership - do you know someone who would enjoy being a member?

Here’s the responses received in February to April 2011. We’ve changed the names:

Please help us to increase our membership by asking someone you know to join the Bristol Cycling Campaign.

Julie • Southville
Yes, cycling has changed for the better with the Cycling City initiatives. The most important change has been in the number of
cyclists. With visible increases in numbers has also come greater awareness for drivers and less aggressive/ ignorant behaviour
towards cyclists.

We hope you enjoy belonging to a like-minded community of peddlers as much as we do. We are only as strong as our membership;
if more people join we can act as an independent voice for even more of Bristol's cyclists, press for positive change and achieve
much more together.
So if you know someone who enjoys leisure cycling, someone who commutes by bike or know a family with children who cycle,
perhaps you could explain what we do and ask them to consider joining? If you can ask just one person to think of joining and get
them to sign up, we can increase our membership and be a stronger voice.
Membership is only £10 a year and there is a concessionary rate of £3. For ordinary membership it works out at only 20p per week
to belong to Bristol's thriving and growing community of cyclists and is a
genuine bargain!
If you are looking for a novel present for a friend or family member, why not gift someone membership of your Campaign - it's the
perfect year-long gift and helps promote cycling in Bristol.
A membership form has been enclosed with this magazine. Forms can also be downloaded from the website or you can pick up
membership forms at our monthly meetings and on rides. Thank you!
Martin McDonnell, Secretary
For the week of September's Cycle Festival, four of Bristol's arterial roads experienced a new phenomenon: the Bike Train.
From Monday to Friday mornings, people living along the Wells, Gloucester, Fishponds and Whiteladies corridors were given the
opportunity to join a gently paced train of bicycles to experience cycling on these busy roads in the safety and comfort of others. The
train drivers (or leaders) and guards (or backstops) would leave their first departure point on the edge of town at around 7.45am,
picking up fellow cyclists along the way and converging at the fountains in the Centre at 8.30am precisely.
Along the timetabled routes, people were free to join and leave the trains at any point and sometimes regular cycle commuters
found themselves joining the train whether they intended to or not!
For those who came all the way to the Centre and had a few minutes to spare there was chance to grab a coffee and chat to
passengers from the other trains before heading off to work.
We were very encouraged by the takeup during the Cycle Festival and plan to run more trains in the near future. Of course, for this
we will be relying on volunteer effort so if you fancy taking your turn as driver or guard, please contact Martin McDonnell and of
course we hope that many of you will support us by adjusting your morning
routine to show support for the trains as passengers as well as telling all your family and friends about them. Find out more at the
bristolbiketrain website.
I can see the poster in my head: three small children in a playground, one on a trike, one in a toy car with treadles, the other
running around and the strap line: Learn to Share. There's a book out there called All I Really Need to Know I Learned in
Kindergarten by Robert Fulghum about how as adults we seem to forget the basics of getting along with other people that we learnt
as small children. Now it strikes me that out there on the streets of Bristol and elsewhere some of the interactions between the
travelling public reflect his premise quite aptly.
Helping out on the Cycle Campaign stall over the summer has been a very enjoyable way to meet the cycling and the non-cycling
public as well as the odd dignitary and of course some of you, our precious members. Most people I met were enthusiastic about
what we are doing and even if they didn't cycle themselves were happy to see that we are out there doing our thing. Then again
there was that vocal minority who, rightly or wrongly, decided that the Cycle Campaign should be entirely responsible for sorting out
the social ills of pavement cycling, jumping red lights and being generally grungy.

There is still a job to be done in training cyclists - why do adult, apparently fit people feel its a good idea to cycle on crowded
pavements? And why do so many cyclists fail to light up at night? I think it is fair to say that cyclists have got used to more choice of
safe routes, better signage, and greater connectivity between cycle routes and take these for granted.
Christopher • Henleaze
Certainly one sees many more cycle-stands all over the place, and a lot of them are being well used. I do also have the impression,
though less strongly, that there are more people cycling, so it is perhaps not ‘just’ that the stands are being used instead of railings,
walls etc. as before.
I am very disappointed at the amount of real new cycle routes built, though the little I have seen (Ashton sidings) is very good. By
‘real’ I mean routes entirely safe from cars. Painting a yellow splodge and a picture of a bicycle in the middle of a road., which I’ve
seen quite a lot of just lately, strikes me as a TOTAL and pathetic waste of man-hours, paint and money.
...all in all, it’s very hard to see where 22 million pounds have gone.
Catrina • BS6
Good: Lots and lots of bike hoops
Contraflow on Prince Bridge (but see below) and the Malago Greenway (I use this to and from work every day)
Malago Greenway
Useless - To get from Park St. to Prince Bridge and over is not thought through, requiring weaving in and out of pedestrians across
the Centre, three sets of lights, cross the traffic flow onto the bridge, and cross traffic flow again. One continuous contraflow cycling
lane from Centre to shared river bridge to Coronation Rd would have been a miracle!
John • Bedminster:
For my routine journeys (into Bristol Centre and out into the countryside) a fairly mixed experience.
Prince St. bridge half closure has been a benefit in-bound as there is no longer the need to battle with queuing cars. However this
scheme probably would have happened anyway. Against that have been a series of annoying small changes that have reduced
access (e.g. Marsh Rd./Baldwin St. and even a reposition of a dropped kerb at Bower Ashton which forces cyclists directly in front of
a give way to traffic entering the roundabout).
Also the loss of the Hartcliffe Way path that avoided a series of crossings. Some of the new ambiguous semi signal controlled
situations e.g Anchor Rd. into Hotwells Rd., have given me some anxious moments (I know someone who was badly injured there)
Recently I have seen a number of small but good value improvements:
• The gate at the Arnolfini has been repositioned slightly to provide a gap-I use on a daily basis
• Low cost contraflow on Nelson St.
• The dropped kerb allowing access from Bath Rd. to Mead St. (route avoiding York Rd.) has been put back after being removed a
while ago. I suppose that is a negative being cancelled out by a positive
Another routine journey is coming home from Ashton Drive. There is a shuttle traffic signal under a railway bridge which now seems
to change to allow on coming traffic to come through without allowing time to clear the bridge. At the junction of Ashton Drive and
Winterstoke Rd. the city centre is cycle signed via a far longer route than seems to be justified!

The basic conclusion is that the 'level of service' that I experience has probably dropped or stayed pretty static during Cycling City
but hopefully I am not that representative. However a couple of people I know have remarked that they haven't experienced an
improvement on their journeys.
Jane • Redland:
To me its brilliant - change in the right direction: More bikes; More positive publicity; More events; More routes. I love the painted
signs on the ground on Bristol Bath Path
Traffic in Bristol is now a mixture, it is the people walking, the people on bikes, in vehicles and in buses. Its not Cars versus People,
its getting much more dynamic. But we still need to aim for shared space, and timed vehicle deliveries, signals and rules that vary
through the day/night/week, and we need massive Culture Change on speed – most people want calm vehicle speeds, it doesn’t
slow journey time, it’s just civilised, and we should isolate the minority that believe it’s ok to drive fast and
dangerously in urban setting, we need to continue the good work
on managing parking too.
Redcliffe Way
My 11 year old cycles independently, and remarked that he could see 19 bikes at once whilst he was approaching Princes St Bridge. I
overheard two very pretty 20something girls saying ‘bikes are so like cool now, they’re the best thing’
More change still needed of course but we should give everyone a pat on the back.
Jim • Westbury on Trym
Cycling City has hardly reached my part of North Bristol apart from a few cycle racks and some work with schools.
Despite being an early identified ‘pinch point’ with high profile and much usage, I’m sorry the cycle track from College Green to the
Centre has not yet been changed. On the other hand, City Centre contraflows and shared pavements are great.
Signing is generally welcomed. Sometimes confirmation is too far beyond a junction - no help if your off-course. A classic is the
first sign with words going north from Brook Bridge; left turn for football ground yet the next Concord Way sign is hundreds of yards
further north.
Alternatives to unlit routes are needed: when northbound new “Concord” route reaches Bonnington Walk it turns right across the
playing fields. The lit
on-road. route along Wordsworth Rd. - Eighth Avenue and Kipling Rd. should be signed as a darkness alternative.
Width of cycle tracks and lanes - given the aspirations to increase cycling, I’m disappointed that so much is designed for minimum
volumes of usage.
Colin • Bishopston
Some good news - the bollards
by Filton Abbeywood are gone!
(It would, of course, be churlish
to wonder how much has been wasted on installing and removing them.)
I'm really pleased new route through Wickham Glen is open but the surface of the gravel section is terrible, it's really bumpy.
Philip • St George
Positive: The new bridge between BandQ and Dovercourt Rd. has revolutionised my commute to work to the extent that I am hardly
ever tempted to stick my bike on the train up to Abbey Wood now.
Negative: Cabot Circus and Willowbrook Centre (Bradley Stoke) are not bike-friendly which detracts from the whole Cycling City
image. Coincidentally they are both privately-managed. Cycling is allowed in the old Broadmead precinct but not in the adjacent
Cabot Circus (including Quakers Friars) bit and the boundary is not obvious.
Cycles are not allowed in the
covered part of Willowbrook Centre (even when pushed and not ridden) even though there is a bike shop within the precinct!
Steve • St Andrews
I would say that there have been some real improvements and probably the biggest is the way that cycling is now more acceptable!
Among friends and strangers, it’s become more noticeable that cycling is a real alternative to the car. I think that this has come
about because of the infrastructure improvements that have been undertaken by the council. You can’t help noticing the increase in
cycle stands for example or the new road markings and these have made people aware that cycling isn’t just for a minority, but
something that can appeal to anyone.
There are still things to be done, but CC has given cycling in the city a real boost.
Alex • Knowle
I think things have improved. There is better infrastructure, for example the Prince St. bridge, the smooth new St Werburgh's
cyclepath, the flow on Corn St. and the increased number of cycle parking stands around Corn St.; greater awareness of cycling;
more cycling events; the roadshows and Dr Bike coming out to offices; the system of loan bikes so people could try them; the hi-viz
rucksack covers and gilets.
It's been imperfect and you can maybe criticise it for being a bit slow off the mark initially, and
perhaps it could have listened a bit more to cyclists earlier on; but it has been positive for Bristol and I am very glad we have had it.
It's helped get more people thinking about cycling and out on their bikes and has made some lasting improvements.
Roy • Greenbank:
For me personally, it hasn’t changed much. My daily commute is down the Railway Path (from Bruce Rd. turning to city centre and
back in under 10 minutes each way), which is much the same - though the entrance/exit names painted on the path are great. Still
a no-go area after dark though, which is a shame (another friend of mine got seriously beaten and robbed two weeks ago).
There’s definitely more cycle parking available – a good thing. Still more needed, especially at Temple Meads, on Park St. and on
Stokes Croft where Cheltenham Rd. meets Jamaica St.
Initial DfT approved signing – which confused motorists!
I would’ve liked to see more infrastructure put in place – proper cycle lanes divided from the cars by raised kerbs, contraflows for
cyclists on every one-way st., parking bays removed in favour of cycle lanes, more thoughtful adaptation of traffic light-controlled
junctions to allow for cyclists turning left to do so even when cars need to be held back by a red light etc. I’d like

traffic lights to change more rapidly in favour of non-motorised traffic, especially where Castle Park meets Baldwin St. at Bristol
Bridge. Shared pavements are still seemingly an alien concept to most pedestrians – better signage and maybe a regular note in the
Council’s local newsletters would help.
Chris: ...
I think in general the signage is actually quite good. They have got colour coded routes with actual place names on the signs rather
than just NCN route numbers which are meaningless to the general population
Cathy • Southville
I’m pleased that 1000 people have received subsidised cycle lessons. There is now an almost completely off road route from N
Bristol to Cabot Circus. There is a lovely route to Ashton Court, there are contraflows all through the old city, bike logos on roads,
there are adverts on the backs of buses and thousands more cyclists on the roads as well as a yearly cycle
festival and carnival.
Alison • Westbury on Trym
First I think the Festival Way is excellent - makes cycling out to Ashton Court from the Centre much better. What I think is rubbish is
what they have done for cyclists on the A38 by the Gypsy Patch Lane junction. Unless cyclists go over the overpass they can no
longer go straight up the A38 - Rubbish!!!
I'm also a little disturbed by the reports I am hearing about cyclists being banned from bus lanes on some new sections of road. (I
think by UWE in South Gloucestershire). This is surely effectively banning cyclists from riding on the road. - the start of a slippery
slope I fear!
20th Anniversary Meeting
Bristol Cycling Campaign met for the f irst time on 26 September 1991 and to celebrate 20 years of campaigning we held a special
meeting, with cake.
We invited some of the members from those early heady days. to come and join us for an evening
of reminiscences and comparisons and contrasts with today’s
campaigning climate.
Canute stops traffic on the M32
Martin Tweddell led us through the evening with pictures and film clips from way back in the naughty nineties (when everyone had
dark hair, beards etc) and was taking to the streets. We were very pleased to have original members including Jane Roberts, Eric
Booth and Kean Lamb. Tony Ambrose (aka King Canute) was unable to be with us but made a special appearance by video. Also
present were Councillor Jon Rogers and Sustrans founder John Grimshaw.
There was lively discussion around topics such as whether there was still a place for anarchy and activism in cycle campaigning,
given the (apparent?) shift in the political climate (answer ‘Yes – but in a mainly positive way’) and what kind of actions worked best
and could be re-applied.
There were tales of how the Bristol Urban Cycling Campaign (which, along with Cyclebag, preceeded BCyC) installed a temporary
zebra crossing, using a rolled up zebra; how ‘fairs’ were held on Park St. – temporarily stopping traffic while the hour-long (?) fair
took place; how cycling protests, including Bristol Critical Mass, were initially well organised, controlled and tolerated but were
infiltrated but other people who wanted to be more
disruptive.
We also heard about the CANUTE political party which was formed to challenge the status quo in Bristol City Council and gain
publicity (which it did tremendously well). The CANUTE acronym was very flexible and, when asked what it stood for, a variety of
replies could be given, including ‘Cars are nasty – urge their extinction’; ‘Citizens against noise, ugliness, threat and emission’; ‘Cars
are nackering up the environment’!
Some of the initiatives from back then could well be resurrected, for example to get cars using the ‘bear pit’ underpass and making
the ground level a place for people, or for a ‘showcase’ segregated cycle route from Clifton Triangle down Park Row and Jamaica St.
and into Montpelier (this might now link up with plans to link Stokes Croft to the Concorde Way)
Enjoying the archive material.
A great time seemed to be had by all, but we also learnt a lot which we hope to put into practice over the coming months and years.
Thanks to all those who participated and to Hart’s Bakery for the cake.
The views of Ashley Fox Member of the European Parliament
We invited Ashley Fox (Conservative MEP for the South West including Bristol),
to join the Bristol Cycling Campaign and this is what he said:
“I personally support cycling as a sustainable and beneficial means of transportation. However, the Cycling City initiative spent
millions of pounds and encouraged relatively few to cycle. As such, I believe we need to devote time and resources to install a much
more efficient, reliable and sustainable public transport system as an alternative to cars. Therefore I will not be joining the Bristol
Cycling Campaign.”
It is good at least to see that Ashley Fox supports cycling and improved public transport, but we diverge from his view of Cycling
City. Whilst this initiative was not perfect, Cycling City has given Bristol a wider network of cycling facilities and some definite
improvements. The number of people who cycle has gone up from 25,000 to 33,000, and the extra spending has started to tackle
the city's decades of under-investment in cycling provision. The benefits of this will be enjoyed by people for decades. European
cities like Copenhagen, Munich and countless others show what can be achieved with vision, investment and by involving local
cycling groups like us.

We are quietly proud that the patient work of the Bristol Cycling Campaign helped create the conditions in which cycling's
contribution can be properly appreciated in a car-centric culture - and we were very pleased that our support of the Cycling City bid
helped secure this initiative for Bristol.
It is up to all of us - members, citizens, public bodies, the voluntary and community sector, and leaders and decision-makers - to
make sure that Bristol truly leads in promoting cycling and green transport and so becomes an even better place for people to live
and work.
Maybe join next year, Ashley;
and in the meantime we hope you press the case for green transport in Europe.
Allez, bon velo!
Rides Corner
A review by Chris Whitlock, Rides Co-ordinator, of our spring and summer rides:
Picnic stop at Blagdon Lake Pumping Station
The green agenda, local history, Art with a capital ‘A’, and even fashion, just a few of the themes explored by our ride leaders over
the spring and summer to make our fair city ‘happier, healthier, greener and more civilised’. Many rides explored the passions of
other interest groups but from a cycling perspective including CAMRA (Campaign for Real Ale), Woodland Trust, Bristol Local Food,
Friends of the Earth and. National Trust. Pevsner, famous for his 1950's architecural guides, has been put to shame with our
historical ‘cycleabouts’ covering Bristol’s old railways, fountains, prisons and parks.
We've befriended connoisseurs of food and drink with rides to farmer’s markets, a ‘Pints West’ inspired cycle and even a special
chocolate themed ride. From the demise of Frys to the turrets of Tyntesfield and from Victorian pump houses to mlitary reenactments, our rides have done it all.
‘We want to renew these,please...’ Halmore village library near Slimbridge
The ride lengths and grades are varied to suit different abilities from a relatively challenging 60 mile trip to Slimbridge to enjoy the
wildlife, to a few miles on a family ride around Durdham Downs marking the 150th anniversary of public access. To quote Vintage
Velo website ‘riding a bike is a stylish pastime that opens a window onto the countryside, rather than a frantic day-glo dash to an
office’ so we
followed in their footsteps and
promoted two Bristol Chic rides.
Despite both suffering poor weather, several discerning gentlefolk took up our invitation to meander around the farmer's markets
and boutiques of Southville and Clifton in their Sunday best whilst taking in the architectural elegance and cultural highlights of
these areas.
The working Dancing Drum fountain on the Bristol and Bath Railway Path, Easton
The themed rides are extensively researched and Roy Brewster's take on the old suburban railway network included maps of the city
docks railway, factoids about the Victorian tunnel under Bridge Valley Rd. in the Avon Gorge and photos of the former 13 arch
viaduct near what is now IKEA in Eastville.
Martin Tweddell gave us a wealth of local history following the success of his Fountains ride, both the vintage and contemporary
type. He later explored Prisons, Dungeons and Castles taking us from the old city gaol site in Cumberland Rd. to the ‘Pie Poudre’
Court in what is now the Stag and Hounds (from the French, pieds poudrés, the ‘dusty feet’ of travelers) as well as many other sites
of grim incarceration.
After some focused networking Mark Brough led a popular joint ride with CAMRA to some of Bristol’s best pubs. We were kept
entertained with highlights and
history from the 17th century Kings Head in Temple St. to the mural covered Duke of York in St Werburghs and then to the
enchanting walled garden of the Masons Arms in Stapleton to name a small sample.
In May, the ever popular Big Spring Ride saw 89 riders in small groups enjoying the renamed Whitchurch Way, quiet lanes in the
Chew Valley and a lakeside picnic. The detailed planning by Steve Kinsella was appreciated by both families new to cycling and
BCyC/CTC diehards alike to make a fun day in a ‘safe cycling’ context.
Brook Bridge has landed in Lockleaze
Our rides are generally researched to follow either traffic-free or quiet cycle routes, often using NCN or regional routes and many of
the Cycling City provisions. Ride leaders have shown a lot of ingenuity in
tailoring routes to suit some of the better cycleways around the city such as the Malago Greenway, Festival Way and Whitchurch
Way.
We were out in force to celebrate the new 40 tonne Brook Bridge in Lockleaze just after it was craned into position to link
Dovercourt Rd. through to Muller Rd. and we've also made use of the new pedestrian and cycle Lawrence Weston bridge spanning
the M5.
We're already thinking about rides for next year, ideas of where to go and what to see would be very
welcome. Can youspare the time to help out on a ride? we always need people to be 'backstops' or 'sweepers'. Or, if you are
experienced in group riding why not think about leading one? Just get in touch by coming on a ride, to a meeting or via one of the
contacts on page 14
There are some shorter rides to keep our spirits up over the winter months as listed on back page.

rickshaw as an alternative way of getting to and from the church on time. And a rickshaw is a great way of taking a history tour
around the harbour with Dave or one of his knowledgeable riders.
Student Sam Harris set out to move people and packages. His company Pedal Power Transport has a fleet of versatile trikes that can
be quickly turned from luggage carriers to rickshaws. Sam and his colleagues can be seen out and about evenings and weekends in
the city centre offering a great value taxi service. During the day the Pedal Power Transport trikes become capacious load-luggers,
taking consignments up to 250kg.
The latest show to hit the road. is Velocity Cycle Logistics, a co-operative created to provide Bristol with a dedicated courier service.
Velocity opens for business in November offering businesses a quick, cheap and green way to move packages in a two mile radius of
Bristol city centre. Mick Mack and Melvyn Newton, the co-founders of Velocity, will be testing the service in this area before,
hopefully, offering the service over a wider area next year. Their distinctive yellow and black Bullitt
cargo bike, kindly provided by Sustrans, is already a sight on Bristol’s streets, it can carry loads of up to 100kg and it goes very fast!
All of these cycling services are working together to help convince people in Bristol that there’s a lot of things a bike can do – and
every time a bike does the job that’s one less car or van on the road.. And Pedalwalla, Velocity and Pedal Power would all like to hear
from you if you have a utility biking idea that you’d like to develop. Let’s hope that there will be plenty more businesses based on
the bike in future.
Cyclenation is a federation representing local cycle campaigns at national level. Bristol Cycling Campaign sent Steve Kinsella and
Martin Tweddell to their annual conference, this year hosted by Cycle Sheffield.
The theme of this year's conference was centred on the threats and opportunities around the government’s localism bill. We heard
from Matthew Brunt, a Midlands based public transport director, who has had to become something of an expert in the subject of
localism. Matthew warned us of the perils of devolving power to local neighbourhoods where uninformed but vocal residents could
hold sway over small but significant transport projects adding up to an uncoordinated mess across our cities. However there is an
opportunity here for cycle campaigners to influence these decisions and work across urban areas to create better and more joinedup cycling provision.
Roger Geffen, CTC Campaigns Director announced a ‘Memorandum of Understanding’ between Cyclenation and the CTC which
amounted to an offer of support to local campaign groups using the CTC's wealth of knowledge and expertise. Roger was keen to
emphasise that this did not amount to the CTC dictating our campaigns, rather that they would suggest ideas of national importance
which we could then decide to take forward or not, depending on our local priorities.
Then it was our turn to enlighten the world to the joys of life in Bristol's Cycling City. We were keen to emphasise the hard work
undertaken by the council officers and engineers over the two and a half years of the project and their ongoing dedication to
continue this work, but at the same time we thought that with more funding and crucially more time, so much more could have been
achieved, offering better value for our money.
It wasn't all serious talk though. There was time afterwards to enjoy a brief tour of leafy south-west Sheffield in the milky autumn
sunshine before heading off to a unique fusion restaurant where we were served a tasty, wholesome and organic supper.
This year the Bristol Cycle Festival was organised by a group of volunteers and Bristol Cycling Campaign played a big part. Unlike
last year (when the festival was funded by Cycling City, had a paid project manager and grants were available for events) all the
events were self-funded or run for free. This made it much more of a community led event as the festival strapline said: ‘Welcome to
the Bristol Cycle Festival: a festival that celebrates the wonderfulness of bikes made by the people for the people of Bristol.’
The Festival ran from the 17th to the 25th of September and started with a fancy-dress parade of decorated bikes – the Carnivelo.
(This event was supported by Bristol City Council in order to cover the costs of road
closures, stewards, etc). The morning of the Carnivelo it poured with rain, but stopped just as the procession was setting off. About
400 people joined in the Carnivelo and despite the earlier rain, the streets around the City Centre route were lined with spectators.
Bristol Cycling Campaign organised Bike Trains to work each weekday morning (see article on page 3) and Discover Bristol rides
each evening, including our ever popular Banksy Ride and a Historic Buildings ride, led by Bob from Cycle Bristol CTC – a good bit of
co-operative working – in fact the whole festival brought together many of the Bristol cycling groups
in a way that was far more evident than in
last year’s Festival.
There were over 40 events during the Festival, including The Dundry Drubber (a challenging hill climb – 4 times up Dundry Hill);
Cycle Speed Dating; Ride-In Movies; make your own cycle cape; a whole day of Bicycle Olympics; a whole host of rides, including a
very popular Bat Safari and hopefully something for everyone.
A key addition to this year’s Festival was the Festival Hub – this was set up in an empty shop on Park St. and acted as a drop-in
information centre; an exhibition space; a library and a venue for bike quizzes; film shows; etc. Wouldn’t it be great if we set
something similar up elsewhere in the City and keep it running all year?
We very much hope that wecan make this an annual event, now that we have shown that we can do it ourselves and that people are
prepared to volunteer their time and effort to celebrate the wonderfulness of cycling here in Bristol.

Please check the website for changes and updates as adverse weather could effect the plans. Highlights include a taster of the Avon
Cycleway around Yate, Christmas shopping around the city's more chic establishments and a medium-length tour of Bristol's historic
churches. Look forward to seeing you out and about.

Part of a ‘safer cycling’ series
by Veronical Pollard
Cycle lanes: To use or not to use...?

One less car, one less van, one less taxi

That is the question! And then there might be further questions – how, or when to use them.

It might be autumn out there but it’s springtime for utility biking in Bristol. Following on from the launch of the Pedalwalla cycle
rickshaw company last year, the city now has three bicycle-based businesses to boast of. Make sure you think of them the next time
you want something, or someone, moving around the city.

Firstly lets look at the different types of cycle lane. There is the bog standard or BS lane, painted or not, wide or narrow, that usually
runs between the kerb (or parked cars) and the rest of the traffic lane.

Melvyn from Velocity Cycle Logistics out and about on the Bullitt Clockwork
You’ve probably seen the Pedalwalla rickshaws riding around town this last summer. They’ve provided an alternative taxi service at
most of Bristol’s famous festivals this year – Upfest, Harbourside, Balloon Fiesta to name but a few. Quite a few
couples have used a Pedalwalla

Then there is the feeder lane – related to the BS in looks but with more of a purpose. This is a lane that leads to an oblong red area
usually marked with a cycle symbol known as an ASL (Advanced Stop Line). BS lanes become feeder lanes if and when they
approach a junction.
Then there is the central feeder lane, between two traffic lanes, which leads to the centre of an ASL.

Bad cycle lanes
Lanes are meant to be helpful to cyclists but some of them are just not helpful and in fact could lead you into trouble. For example:
• The lane is too close to parked cars: use it and risk getting doored. Here’s an example from the newly created Bath Rd.
‘improvements’. While this may make it easier for buses, it has created problems for cyclists.
Bath Rd. looking towards The Paint Works outbound. Imagine how much space an open car door would take.
• The lane stops too near the beginning of parking spaces: if you stay in it to the end you risk being trapped behind the first parked
car by an overtaking vehicle.
• Some lanes invite you to cycle across the mouth of a side road very near the give way lines. This makes you less visible, and can
mean you are heading straight for the side of a vehicle that has crept over the give way lines.

minutes later two fully clad lasses asked was there a stop soon and were relieved to be told there was an imminent photo-stop at
the Council House. They too had felt
over-dressed. At the Council House they stripped down to be scantily clad and naked for the rest of the ride.
Near the centre one driver shouted out ‘perverts’ but even that failed to spoil the carnival atmosphere. A few minutes later once he
had passed, one of the three fully clad in-line skaters who had been skilfully skating backwards (and totally accepted as part of the
ride) said laughingly that the comments were probably aimed at them. This was greeted with good humoured hilarity by everyone
within hearing
distance. After the finish we discovered that pub ‘dress code’ is
topless males are not served at the bar.
This year explanatory leaflets were handed out to some waiting vehicle occupants and spectators which included some explanations
and a reference to the website www.worldnakedbikeride.org/uk

Some lanes are only meant to be used at certain times.
• For instance the central feeder lane is not designed to be used when the traffic is moving, as this would put you at a disadvantage
when you reach the junction – you would be between two lanes of
traffic. It’s there to get you to the ASL when traffic is stationary eg when the lights ahead are red and there is time to position
yourself in front of whichever lane of traffic you choose. If the traffic is moving, get in early to the lane that will take you where you
want to be after the junction.
• Kerbside feeder lanes are similar – to be used to reach the ASL when traffic is stationary. A lot of cyclists make the mistake of then
sitting by the kerb in the ASL rather than in front of the traffic. This can mean you risking getting hooked by following traffic turning
left, while you wish to go straight ahead. Again, if the traffic is moving, get into the lane you need to be in, in order to get where you
want to go after the junction
The most common complaints are that the lane just ends or that vehicles are parked in them.
• If the lane just ends, the best solution is to look behind before it ends and make sure you can take the same space up on the road.
ahead. In some cases where the road. narrows, you should take the space you need to prevent a following vehicle trying to pass
you, where there isn’t enough width for both of you.
• If vehicles are parked in the cycle lane and there is rush hour traffic, there is not much you can do except stay in the stream of
traffic until there is room to filter.
• If there is less traffic, there is little point going in and out of the bits of cycle lane that are free. Just join the stream of traffic and
forget the lane!
So my general advice is to look at the road. as a whole. Look ahead to where you want to be. If the lane takes you where you want
to go then use it. If it doesn’t, then use the part of the road. that suits your journey. If the lane looks problematic to use (eg too near parked cars) then don’t use it. Cycle where you believe it is safer to be.
And as ever, if you would like help or advice in how to do the manoeuvres described above, get in touch with Life Cycle UK to book
an Urban Skills session with a Bikeability trained instructor.
0117 353 4580
www.lifecycleuk.org.uk
Jake of Jake’s Bikes, on the real cost of running different types
of bikes.
Cycle Touring the easy way.
GBBN Whiteladies Road - the story so far...
The World Naked Bike Ride is an international environmental protest about the effects of car culture, against oil dependency and is a
promotion of Car Free Sundays in the city centre. It is also (not a little) symbolic of the vulnerability of cyclists and pedestrians in
traffic, and a party in the streets!
Wearing a cycle helmet tends to encourage some vehicles to overtake closer. Drivers sometimes do not even see cyclists wearing
‘high-viz’! So what does make cyclists visible? Participating in Bristol World Naked Bike Ride gives a unique opportunity to test the
theory that wearing nothing or next to nothing may reduce the risk of SMIDSY - Sorry Mate I did not see you – without the risk of
being carted off by ‘the men in white coats.’
One topless female’s body painting on her back ‘Can you see me now driver’ conveys this sentiment perfectly. Unlike ‘Critical mass’
rides where drivers’ tempers can sometimes get fraught, BWNBR 2010 and 2011 confirmed that there is little wrong with most
Bristol drivers’ eye-sight or (thankfully) their sense of humour. Both Bristol rides were large enough to create their own good natured
rolling road. closure. What else would cause some
gob-smacked enthralled drivers to remain stationary AT GREEN traffic lights despite a clear road. ahead without agitating occupants
of the vehicles behind them?
The Bristol ride has only happened for two years but is already amongst the best attended in the UK and firmly established as part of
Bristol’s cycling culture.
By 11.45 well over a hundred riders had already arrived so it was clear that we would generally ‘take the whole road.’, in our
direction of travel, as a wide load. As rear
marshal my back was ‘body
painted’ with a red triangle and the words ‘wide load’. At 1.30pm the ride set off en-mass on schedule and all the traffic lanes of
Bond St. were soon ‘taken’.
Whilst stationary in Castle St. a few motorcyclists were revving at the rear ‘like angry wasps’ but were soon ushered away. In
Baldwin St. approaching The Centre, one lad asked for his bike to be held to ‘do the ride properly’. He then removed his shorts. A
few

‘Once again an amazing experience!’ It was a privilege to be part of it. Many, many thanks to the wonderful Sylvie and her scantily
clad and naked stewards who
collectively controlled the 2011 ride and waiting traffic so magnificently and cheerfully, the Authorities for allowing the event to
happen
without major intervention plus the Full Moon pub where the event again started and finished.
Will I be back next year?
With Sylvie organising it – try and stop me. Several cyclists regretted missing the 2011 ride.’Back again next year’ PLEASE.
For more details and links to
various photos see
http://bristolwnbr.blogspot.com/

